
OVERLOAD RELAYS - BN series
Low Voltage Motor Control

BN Overloads

Certifications



Description
EEC's BN series thermal overload relays are designed to be combined with contactors to assemble motor starters.

Thermal overload relays are very reliable devices intended to protect motors, controllers and branch-circuit conductors against phase 
failures and overloads that cause excessive heating.

The thermal overload relay has no power contacts and cannot disconnect the motor by itself. Motor overloads or phase failures 
increase the motor current. This current increase trips the mechanism and switches the auxiliary contacts. 

The auxiliary contacts, when properly wired in series with the coil of the contactor will de-energize the contactor when an overload 
occurs. Thus, the contactor disconnects the power to the motor and stops its operation. The bimetallic thermal overload relays have 
thermal memory. Once tripped, the relay will not reset until it has cooled down, allowing the motor to cool before it can be re-started.

BN Overloads

Phase Failure Sensitivity
In order to ensure fast tripping in case of phase loss, protecting the motor and avoiding expensive repairs / corrective maintenance 
services, BN thermal overload relays include phase failure sensitivity protection as standard.
For this purpose, they have a differential release mechanism that, in the case of phase failure, ensures the de-energized cooled 
down bimetal strip to generate an additional tripping displacement (simulating an overcurrent that actually doesn’t exist). This way, in 
the event of phase failure, the differential release ensures tripping at a lower current than with a three-phase load. 
However, for more effective protection against phase failure, specific protective products should be evaluated ensuring that such 
failure is detected much faster. 

Multifunction Reset / Test Button

The thermal overload relay has a multifunction RESET / TEST button that 
can be set in four different positions: 
A - Automatic RESET only; 
AUTO - Automatic RESET / TEST; 
HAND - Manual RESET / TEST; 
H - Manual RESET only. 
In HAND and AUTO positions, when RESET button is pressed,  
both NO (97-98) and NC (95-96) contacts change states.

Functions H HAND AUTO A

Relay reset Manual1) Manual1) Automatic Automatic

Auxiliary contact trip test 95-96 (NC) Function is disabled Test is allowed Test is allowed Function is disabled

Auxiliary contact trip test 97-98 (NO) Function is disabled Test is allowed Test is allowed Function is disabled

Note: 1) A recovery time of a few minutes is necessary before resetting the thermal overload relay.

Recovery Time 
The BN series thermal overload relays have thermal memory.
After tripping due to an overload, the relay requires a certain period of time for the bimetal strips to cool down. This period of 
time is so-called recovery time. The relay can only be reset once it has cooled down. The recovery time depends on the 
characteristic tripping curves and the level of the tripping current. After tripping due to overload, the recovery time allows the 
load to cool down.

Operation on the Load Side of Frequency Drive (VFD) 
The BN thermal overload relays are designed for operation on 50/60 Hz up to 400 Hz and the tripping values are related to the 
heating by currents within this frequency range. Depending on the design of the frequency inverter, the switching frequency can 
reach several kHz and generate harmonic currents at the output that result in additional temperature rise in the bimetal strips. In 
such applications, the temperature rise not only depends on the rms value of the current, but on the induction effects of the 
higher frequency currents in the metal parts of the device (skin effect caused by eddy currents). Due to these effects, the current 
settings on the overload relay should be higher than the motor rated current.

Characteristics
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BN09...BN220 Thermal Overload Relays - Overview
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- BN09 (direct mounting on BA16 contactor) and BN10 (direct mounting on BA25 contactor)
- BN18 (direct mounting on LSN4...LSN18 contactors)
- BN22 (direct mounting on LSN15...LSN18 contactors) BN55 (direct mounting on LSN22...LSN37 contactors)
- BN80 (direct mounting on LSN45...LSN55 contactors)
- BN220 (for LSN75...LSN220 contactors)
- BNAD18 kit for separate mounting of BN18 on DIN 35 mm rail
- BNAD55 kit for separate mounting of BN55 on DIN 35 mm rail
- BNAD80 kit for separate mounting of BN80 on DIN 35 mm rail
- Cable for external reset of overload relays (BN09...BN220)
- Connector links for connection between LSN75...LSN220 contactors and BN220 overload
- Phase barrier - BN220PB (BN220)   
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BN Overloads



g  Thermal overload relays 
g   Phase-failure sensitivity according 

to IEC 60947-4-1
g  Tripping class 10  

For use with

Setting range of 
overload release

Ir (A)

Mounting 
on contactor Part # List $

BA09...BA16

0.28...0.4

Direct 
mounting

BN09-A

$ 66

0.4...0.63 BN09-B
0.56...0.8 BN09-C
0.8...1.2 BN09-D
1.2...1.8 BN09-E
1.8...2.8 BN09-F
2.8...4.0 BN09-G
4.0...6.3 BN09-H
5.6...8.0 BN09-I
7.0...10 BN09-J

8.0...12.5 BN09-K
10.0...15.0 BN09-L
11.0...17.0 BN09-M

BA25
11...17 BN10-M
15...23 BN10-N
22...32 BN10-O

LSN4...LSN18

0.28...0.4 BN18-A

$ 66

0.4...0.63 BN18-B
0.56...0.8 BN18-C
0.8...1.2 BN18-D
1.2...1.8 BN18-E
1.8...2.8 BN18-F
2.8...4.0 BN18-G
4.0...6.3 BN18-H
5.6...8.0 BN18-I
7.0...10 BN18-J

8.0...12.5 BN18-K
10...15 BN18-L
11...17 BN18-M
15...23 BN18-N
22...32 BN18-O

LSN15...LSN18 25...40 BN22-P

LSN22...LSN37

25...40 BN55-A40
40...57 BN55-A57
50...63 BN55-A63
57...70 BN55-A70
63...80 BN55-A80

LSN45...LSN55
63...80 BN80-A80

75...97 BN80-A97

90...112 BN80-A112

LSN75...LSN220

100...150

Separate 
mounting

BN220-A150

140...215 BN220-A215

200...310 BN220-A310

BN09...BN220 Thermal Overload Relays 

g  Auxiliary contacts 1NO + 1NC
g  Temperature compensation 
g  Hand/Auto/Reset button

BN Overloads

$ 70

$ 70

$ 80
$ 76

$ 118

$ 154

$ 172

$ 200

$ 430

BN55

BN80



BN220

LSN75 BNLBK75 $ 90 

LSN90 BNLBK90 $ 100 

LSN132 BNLBK132 $ 110 

LSN160...LSN220 BNLBK220 $ 122 

Connector Links for Connection Between LSN Contactors and BN Overload Relays

Illustrative picture Description For use with Part # List $

Enables overload to be 
mounted directly to a 

panel via screws  or DIN 
rail

BN18 BNAD18 $ 20

BN55 BNAD55 $ 40

BN80 BNAD80 $ 46

Mounting Kit

Metallic cable for external reset suitable to all models of BN 
overload relays. Remarks:

-  Required hole on panel door: Ø6.5...7 
mm

-  Required thickness of panel door: 2 
mm...4.25 mm 

250 mm BNRC250 $ 

375 mm BNRC375 $ 

500 mm BNRC500 $ 

External Reset for Overload Relays

One plastic phase barrier + screws,  to be used on the overload 
relay line or load side. The distance between busbars of BN220 

overload relays are the minimum required in order to comply 
with Ui =1,000 V, pollution degree 3. 

When the distance between cables or busbars connected to the 
overload relay are smaller than that, phase barriers BN220PB 

should be used.

BN220 BN220PB $ 

Phase Barrier

Notes: 1) Terminal cover for busbar protection of overload relays.

BN Overloads
Accessories

Illustrative picture Overload relay Contactors Part # List $

Illustrative picture Description Cable Size Part # List $

Illustrative picture Description Part # List $For use with


